Harvard

In-text citation

Direct citation

Single author
Paccagnella (2015)

Two authors
Borgonovi and Burns (2015)

More than two authors
Martin et al. (2014)

Series of references
Zabal et al. (2014) and Mohadjer et al. (2013a)

Same author group with different years
Smith et al. (1985, 1986)

Same author group with same year
Lawrence and David (2009a,b)

Author (with same surname and different initials) with same year
T.H.E. Smith et al. (2003) and A. Smith et al. (2003)

Indirect citation

Single author
(Paccagnella 2015)

Two authors
(Borgonovi and Burns 2015)

More than two authors
(Martin et al. 2014)

Series of references
Alphabetical order:
(Mohadjer et al. 2013a; Zabal et al. 2014).

Same author group with different years
(Smith et al., 1985, 1986)

Same author group with same years
(Lawrence and David 2009a,b)

Author (with same surname and different initials) with same year
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(A. Smith et al. 2003; T.H.E. Smith et al. 2003)
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Issue number Not allowed
Author initials Abbreviated with dot and unspaced
Reference list label/order Alphabetical order
Punctuation b/w journal title and volume Only space
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Journal with supplement/article number

et al. usage

Epub ahead of print (DOI)

Journal – in press/forthcoming

Book/monograph

Book with edition

Edited book

Edited book with chapter title (and editors)

Book series

Proceedings/Conferences

Electronic publications with DOI
**Electronic publications without DOI**

For all documents on the web that do not have a DOI, a URL and access date must be provided.


**Thesis/Dissertation**


**Report**


**Patent**


**Standards**


**Corporate publication**